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This invention relates c) methods and appala

The invention may be further understood with
reference to the accompanying drawings, in

tus for interpreting information and the like.
Briefly, the invention relates to so-called read
ing apparatus arranged to sense printed charac
ters, punched openings and the like and to recog

nize the identity of particular characters Ol' other
items passing before the Sensing means So that
these items may be reproduced in various for is
Of coding. For example, the invention may be
embodied in a machine which Will scan a Orinted
page such as typewritten page and produce Sig
nals which will serve to interpret each character

Which:
5

10

into any desired coding and mediu? for use at

local or remote stations.

While many arrangements are presentiy known
for reading characters, none of the knoWin ar

5

Figure 6 shows detailed circuits employed in my
invention.

Figure 8 shows an interpreter circuit employed

eties of printed characters, nor do knowin arranger

20

reading any sort of information which may be

sensed such as printing or the like, and to do SO
even though the characters representing the in
formation may be disfigured and/or incorrectly
aligned. By my invention, it is also possible to
distinguish among many more characters of an
alphabet than is possible with known reading de
vices.
Accordingly, an object of my invention is to
provide improved methods and apparatus for
reading and interpreting printed or other in

the mask shown in Figure 2.
Figure 4 shows the coincidence of certain mask
Openings on illustrative character positions.
Figure 5 shows a block diagram of circuits en
ployed in my invention.
Figure 7 ShoWs a bank of recognition circuits
employed in my invention.

rangements serve adequately to read many vari

ments make adequate provision for misalig}}Innent
of characters or disfiguration of characters.
By my invention hereafter set out in gi'eater
detail, I provide apparatus which is capable ci

Figure 1 shows the general arrangement of
Scanning means according to my invention.
Figure 2 shows a representative mask used in
the practice of my invention.
Figure 3 shows a development of openings in

25

in my invention.
Figure 9 shows a vertical alignment circuit emir
ployed in my invention.
figure 10 Shows a firing, clearing and horizon
tal aiignment circuit used in my invention.
Figure 11 shows a chart of indications obtained

by my invention.
Figure 12 ShoWs a modified Scanning System
uSable with my invention.

Figure 13 shows a scanning pattern developed

30

by the system of Figure 12.
Referring to Figure 1, a sheet of paper bear
ing characters is arranged on a Suitable Sup
port Which is capable of being moved in a given

plane in directions at right angles to one another.
For example, if the paper it is held in a vertical
A further object of my invention is to provide 5 plane the mounting means would perinit the paper
improved reading apparatus which is capable of to be moved horizontally and vertically. These
distinguishing among a much larger number of
directions are indicated by the system of arrows
characters than is possible with presently known
designated generally as 2 in Figure 1. As
equipment.
another example, the paper G may be guided
A further object of my invention, when photo 40 about a Conventional typewriter roller whereby
electric scanning may be employed, is to provide the lateral movement of the typewriter carriage
an electric circuit arrangennent to golpensate for
in its guides will provide the analogy of the hori
formaticn into various media.

changes in the output of a photoelectric or other

Zontal movement mentioned above and the rota

light sensitive device.

tion of the carriage about its axis will provide the

--

A further object of my invention is to provide
methods and apparatus for reading Wherein the
matter to be read is continuously and rapidly
scanned to accommodate a large :augmber of in

dications which are then conbined and aihalyzed
to provide recognition,
Further objects and the entire Scope of my in
vention will become apparent from the following
detailed description and from the appended

claims. The following detailed description is
made only for purposes of illustration and is not

intended to limit the scope of the invention,

45

analogy of the vertical movement described above.

It will be understood that the position of the
paper is not important and many varieties of
mounting means may be employed. Therefore

no particular means is illustrated in the drawings.

50

55

A light Source is provided to cast a bean of
light over an area, of the paper is sufficient to
illuminate an area, somewhat larger than a com
plete character . The light reflected from the
paper it is arranged to be passed through a lens
Systern 6 which is properly positioned to produce

an in age of the character

on the surface of a

2,663,758
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explained below) associated with the light Seiisi
tive device 22 to produce an output pulse Which
Will be stored or remembered pending the ac

rotatable mask 8. As will be more fully ex
plained below, the mask 8 is provided with cer
tain openings 7 which permit, portions of the
light focused on the mask to pass through the
In ask and through a second lens system 2). The

5

function of lens System 2 is to gather all the
light which has passed through the mask 8 and
focus this light in a light sensitive device 22.

cumulation of other possible output, pulses.
The relative positions of the openings of Sectol's
I-IX may be better understood with reference to

Figure 3 wherein the Series of openings has been
laid out in aligned fashion, as they would appear
On a traveling belt. (It will be understood that
Device 22 may be a photoelectric cell as illustrated
0. a traveling belt may be employed to replace a
in Figure 1.
rotatable, mask, as illustrated in Figule 2, al
AS Will be hereafter described in greater detail,
though the rotatable mask, is preferable becauSe
the purpose of the apparatus as thus far de
it avoids problems of vibration and other prob
scribed is to detect what may be termed a "hit'
lems which are incident to the use of a belt.)
on at least a portion of a character. ... A hits will
Assuming that a letter A is being Scanned, it Will
Occur. When the Openings of the mask are in Such

position relative to the image of the character it
that a substantially reduced amount of light, is
available for transmission through the openings
and through the lens System 29 to the light sensi
tive device. 22. For proper recognition, the light
sensitive device is permitted to "look' at the inask
Only in certain predetermined angular positions

be apparent that as the A moves across the area,

26 according to the horizontal arrow of the array

2, with the illustrated mask, the openings in

20

openings in the sectors may or may not lie at
points. Within the boundaries of the character

of the mask.

Referring to Figure 2, the mask 8 is shown
with an illustrative arrangement of openings.
This particular set of openings is intended for use
With the Scanning of an ordinary alphabet of
capital letters such as is produced by a “coin
munications' typeWriter. As the description pro
ceeds, it will become apparent that. Various ariays
of openings may be employed with the just men
tioned type of characters or with other types of
characters. The mask may be considered as di
vided into a plurality of sectors embraced by the
brackets 24 in Figure; 2. In Figure 2, brackets
I to IX indicate nine Sectors of the mask, each

image at any given position of the image within

the area 26 depending on the shape of the chal
30

sector containing an opening or openings, which

are employed to detect a hit on a character being
read. The range of the openings in a radial di
rection will be limited to the possible position of
a character image on the mask. That is, it Will
be understood that the image of a character. On

the mask 8 Will always lie within an area. Such
as that defined by the dash line 25 in Figure 2.

acter being scanned. When the openings lie With
in the portion of the image, reduced light will
be available to the device 2. That is, at SOthe
position of the image as the image progresses
across area, 26, a hit will be produced from Sectoi's
II, IV, I, VII and III. This may be best under
stood by reference to Figure. 4. On the other
hand, when the sectors V, VI, VIII and EX look at
the image of the A in each of its positions with
in the area 26 the openings of the sectors Willie
beyond the boundaries of the character image
and light will be available at the device 22 and
therefore no output pulse will be ploduced.
The speed of rotation of the mask 8 is ar
ranged to be many times greater than the rate of
movement of the paper 9. That is, 2S the inage
of the character progresses across the area. 26, the
mast will be rotated through a great many reV0

lutions. For example, during the time l'equired
for the image to move completely acroSS the area,
26, the mask may have rotated 30 times. AC
cordingly, during a single revolution of the mask
8, the image will progress across only 40 of the
area. 26 and for practical purposes it may be con

Area, 26 will be in fact somewhat greater than
the actual dimensions of the characters being
read so that even if the character is displaced

from its proper alignment by a very considerable
amount it will still remain within the area. 26.

Further for purposes of illustration, the image of
the character l is indicated by dash lines within

sidered that a "look' is obtained through each of
the sectors I-IX while the irnage is substantially

the area, 26 as the letter A. The image may be
inverted as shown due to in Versions in the optical

in a single position. A. Single position naay be

more nearly approached as desired by a relative
increase in the speed of the mask 8. Thus 270
looks may be achieved during the scanning of a

system. It will be understood that, the paper if)

will be moved so that the image will progress
across the area, 28 from One side of the opening to
the other. As the mask is continuously rotated,
the light sensitive device 22 is enabled to look at
the area 26 only at the instant that one of the
Sectors I-IX is centrally disposed. Over the area,
26. This is carried out by means of a connutator
device (to be described), which is coupled to a

sectors II, IV, I, VII and III will produce hits.
That is, since the light sensitive device 22 is
permitted to look at the area 26 each tine each of
the sectors. I-IX is centered over area. 25, the

given image:
It is believed to be clear from the foregoing de

Scription that a very great nurnber of tests may

be made to determine the identity of the charac
ter as the image of the character progresses
across the viewing area, 26.
This provision for plactically continuous scan
shaft. 28 on which the mask 8 is rounted.
ning is a very significant part of my invention
If the mask 8 is being rotated counterclock
wise, as viewed in Figure 2, it will be apparent 65 Since all known reading devices which read char
that as certain of the Sector's I-IX are centrally
acter's rely on positioning the character and then
60

Comparing the character with a single mask
array. That is, in known devices no use is made

disposed over the area, 26 the openings of the

sectors will overlie portions of the character

image. and therefore reduced light will reach the
light sensitive device 22 when the latter is permit
ted to look at the area, 28. The only light, that Will
reach the light, sensitive device will be that 'e-

flected because the character may not in fact be
perfectly black. This reduction of light in the
light sensitive device 22 will cause: circuits (to be

of a plurality of mask arrays wherein each array

70

is designed to register hits on different portions
of different characters.
As the description proceeds, it will be apparent
that not only a large number of combinations of
hits may be obtained but also the permutation

or Order in which the hits occur may be employed

2,663,758
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Device 58 may be any conventional teletypewriter

to great advantage in the final decision as to the
identity of the character which has been Scanned.
The precise arrangement of the openings of

or the like which will accept an input and behave
differently according to which lead produces Such
an input. An error indicator circuit S is also
connected to the interpreter circuit 50 and serves
to indicate if the interpreter has identified an

the Sectors I-IX will be determined at the dis

Cretion of the programmer in accordance with
the style of the characters being scanned. More
Over, for a given style of character, several dif
ferent arrangements of openings may be used.
Therefore, it is to be understood that the inven
tion is in no way limited to the illustrated ar
rangements of sector openings, nor to any other

impossible character. That is, has identified a

character which is not present in the alphabet
being Scanned and/or is not among the charac
ters available in the output device 58. A motion
control circuit 62 also provided for controlling

the motion of the paper C in its scanning direc
tion. That is, circuit 62 Operates the carriage

given arrangement. The basic novel feature is

that arrangements of openings of this general
type are employed in the scanning operation

Which supports the paper 9 to Scan. Successive
lines of a printed page. Further motion control
is provided for by an automatic vertical align
ment circuit 64 connected with the shape recog
nition bank 48. This circuit performs the func

which is further described below.

Referring now to Figure 5, this figure shows by

block diagram the novel arrangement of circuits
which I employ to establish and utilize the hits

obtained in the previously described detection ap
paratus. A motor 30 is coupled to the previously

tion of noving the paper 0 at right angles to its
o

mentioned shaft 28 to rotate the mask 8. Also

fixedly attached to the shaft 28 is a commutator

device 32 and a distributor device 34. The last,

mentioned devices will be described in greater
detail below but it will be understood at this point
that both devices will have rotating parts which

s

Scanning direction to coin pensate for vertical
misalignment of characters along a line of pirint.
Referring now to Figure 6, the details of cir
cuit blocks 32, 34, 36, 38, 40, 42 and 44 will be more
fully explained. The light sensitive device 22
(Figure 1) included within the photocell circuit
36 (Figure 5) will preferably be a multiplier type

photocell

InOWe in Synchronism. With the mask 8. The
light sensitive device 22 will be located within
the block 36 and signals obtained in block 36 due

to variations in light transmission through thr
mask 8 will be received by an automatic contrast

to

36. Signals as regulated by the automatic co
trast control are then applied to a sensing and

5

control circuit 38. This circuit performs the
function of making adjustments for general
Variations in the Output of the photocell circuit

9 as illustrated in Figure 6. The

light receiving electrode f2 is connected to a rel
atively negative terminal 4 of a high voltage
source 5 and the dynodes 6 of the cell ) are
connected to intermediate voltage dividing ter
minals Such as terminal 8 So that the dynodes
are at progressively more positive potentials as

they progress clockwise about the cell 0, as
Viewed in Figure 6. The high potential source
5 is connected between terminal

4 and a more

threshold circuit 4. Also introduced into the

positive terminal 2) and may be grounded at

circuit 40 are clock pulses obtained from a clock
pulse shaping circuit 42. Signals for triggering
the clock pulse shaping circuit 42 are obtained
from the previously mentioned commutator de
vice 32. The output of circuit 42 consists of
sharp pulses which occur at each instant of time
when the mask 8 is in position for a “look' by

a Convenient point such as terminal 22.
i

aS

final dynode 3’ is then connected to the posi
tive voltage terminal 23 through a load resistor

the photocell circuit 36. The output of the light,

28.

As those skilled in the art will be aware, light

falling upon the light receiving anode : 2 of the
cell 0 Will cause elections to inpinge upon the
first Or most negative of the dynodes 6. These
electrons are then multiplied and impinge upon
the next clockwise dynode, and so forth around to
the final dynode 8''. The current which flows
from dynode 6'' then produces a voltage drop
acroSS resistor 28, the magnitude of this voltage

34 is to place a given recognition or hit pulse on
a predetermined one of a plurality of leads con

tained within the tranSilission channel desig
ment there are nine Sectors of the mask 8 and,
accordingly, there will be nine distribution leads
in the channel 46, each one identifiable with One
Of the nine Sectors On the has 8. The Signals
in transmission channel 46 are supplied to a

shape recognition bank 48 which, in general, per
forms the function of retaining or remembering

55

depending on the amount of current which is

flowing. When the amount of light falling on

the electrode i2 is changed, as by a hit through
the mask f, the current flowing through resistor

:28 Will suddentiy decrease and the voltage on a

3)

line 39 connected to the dynode iS' will move
in a positive direction.

The line 39 is coupled to the control grid 32

the occurrence of hits from the circuit 36 (unless

of the contrast control tube i28 through a cou
pling capacitance 3i. The control grid 32 is

ordered to forget) until a complete in age has

been Scanned by circuit 36. As hits are recog
nized in circuit 48, they are transmitted to an
interpreter circuit 5) which performs the func
tion of detecting the identity of the character
which has been scanned by the circuit 36. After

a complete character has been Scanned, an auto
matic firing control circuit 52 is actuated and
this clears the shape recognition circuit 48 over
lead 54, the result being that the interpreter 50

6, may be connected with the anode lead 24

of an automatic contrast control tube 26. The

sensitive 36 as gated in the Sensing and thresh
old circuit 40 by clock pulses from circuit 42 is
then further shaped in a recognition pulse shap
ing circuit 44 and pulses from circuit 44 are ap
plied to the previously mentioned distributor de
vice 34. The function of the distributor device

nated as 46. That is, in the illustrative embodi

According to a portion of my invention I pro

vide that the next to the last dynode, designated

otherwise biased at about cut-off by nears of a
Voltage divider comprising resistors 36 and 38

attached to a terriniinal fit of the high potential

()

transmits a signal representing the identified
character over line 56 to an output device 58. 5

Source. The Screen grid leads 4 and 42 of the
tube f26 are connected with the cathode lead and

With a Source of high potential respectively in the
usual nanner. The anode 24 of tube 26 is
connected to the dynode f is, as previously de

Scribed, and is also connected with a smoothing
capacitance 44 and Smoothing resistor 46 and
these latter circuit units are connected over lead

2,668,758
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at the image on the paper f0. The line 68 con

48 to a terminal 53 of the high potential Source.

nected to the brush 66 is connected to a control

I have discovered that if one of the intermediate

grid 70 of a vacuum tube 72. The anode 74 of
tube 72 is connected through a load resistor 76
to terminal 20 of the high potential source.
Anode 74 is further coupled to control grid 64
of tube 52 through coupling capacitance T8.

dynodes such as dyinode 3' is connected, as just
described, the extent of variation in the output

of the final dynode 5'' may be controlled by the
feedback circuit existing through the tube 26.

That is, if because of the gradual failure of the

light source or the sensitivity of the light collect

ing electrode 2 the possible output range of the
photocell decreases between light and no light
the amplitude of the positive Swings of the grid
32 of tube 2 G will decrease and the potential of

the anode 24 will correspondingly increase due
to a lesser annount of charge being collected On
the capacitance 44. Accordingly, the potential

of dynode 6' Will increase as the magnitude of
the grid SWings decrease, and the multiplication
of electrons at dynode fl' will correspondingly
increase. In other Words, a compensating feed
back circuit is established through tube 26.
Since the RC circuit 46-44 has long time con
Stant the feedback Will have only an averaging
effect. Since the compensation according to the

0

ever, at the moment that brush 66 contacts a
Commutator Segment, the grid 70 will be moved
15

20

just described circuit is based on the amount of

30

pedient is not in any way necessary.

the grid 64 will take only a short positive swing
and Will return to its previously existing poten
tial. This positive swing is arranged to be of
very short duration by having the RC constant of
resistor 76 and capacitance 78 very small. The
result of the just described circuit arrangement
is that control grid f 64 serves to gate the other
Wise broad pulse arriving at control grid 54 and
therefore produce a potential swing on anode 60
for a "look.' It Will be apparent from the fore
going description that when the brush 66 leaves
a commutator segment, a differentiated pulse will
appear On control grid 64 of tube 52 but this

Will be a negative going pulse and produce no use
The potentiometer 58 may be employed to

ful output Swing of the anode 60.

Turning now to the sensing and threshold

circuit 48, this circuit comprises tube 52 having
its control grid 54 coupled to the previously
mentioned line 38 through capacitance (56.
Grid 54 is otherwise biased through potentiom
eter resistor 58 which is connected between
ground and the previously mentioned terminal
4 of the high potential source. The anode 60
of tube 52 is connected with the most positive
terminal 20 of the high potential source through
load resistor 62. It will be apparent from this
circuit as just described, that upon each occur
rence of a hit in the photocell fo, the line 30
Will take a positive swing because of decreased
current in resistor 28 and in doing so, a positive
going pulse will be applied to the grid 54. This
Will cause a corresponding increase in conduction

to ground and a positive swing of anode 74
Will result. However, due to the capacitance 18

Which is very sharp and which occurs at pre
cisely the instant that the mask 8 is in position

light falling on cell 8, I have found it preferable

to have the total area of the openings in each
Sector of inask 3 Substantially equal. I have
found that an auxiliary opening 49 (see Figure
2) may be employed if desired, between adjacent
Sectors of the mask to permit light to fall on
photocell it between “looks,' although this ex

When brush 66 is not connected to ground
through a segment of commutator 32, the grid
70 of tube 72 will be maintained at a prede
termined Voltage by means of resistor 80. How

35

adjust the threshold voltage at which tube 52
Will conduct to produce a pulse on anode 60.
The anode 60 of tube S2 is coupled to a con

trol grid 82 of a further pulse shaping and clip
ping tube 84. Tube 84 is included within the
previously mentioned recognition pulse shaping

40

circuit 44. The anode 86 of tube 84 is then
coupled to a distributor arm 88 of distributor de

Vice 34 through coupling capacitance 90. The
distributor device 34 may comprise a plurality of
conducting Segments about the periphery of a sta
tionary cylinder and each of these segments is
Connected to One of a series of terminals 92. It

Will be understood that the number of segments
in commutator device 32 and distributor device
34 will correspond with and be aligned with the
through tube 55 and the potential of the anode : Sectors on the mask 8. Accordingly, when the
60 will go through a negative swing because of mask 8 is in a predetermined position, the brush
the changing current through the load resistor
66 Will have just touched a segment of the
f62. However, the just mentioned negative po commutator 32 and therefore a clock pulse will
tential Swing of the anode S0 will not take place appear at grid 64 of tube 52 and a recognition
until a second grid 64 of the tube 52 connected 5 5 pulse will appear on distributor arm 88 if a hit
as a gating glid is also moved in a positive di
Was obtained in the photocell. If no hit was ob
lection.
tained then the grid 54 of tube 52 will have
prevented an output swing of anode SO regard
The grid 64 is under the control of the clock
pulse shaping circuit 42 of Figure 5. The opera less of the grid 64 having been enabled by the
tion of circuit 42 is as follows: Continuing to (3) COmnutator brush 66.
To conform to the illustrated example in this
refer to Figure 6, the shaft 28 may be connected to
Specification, the terminals 92 are designated
ground by any Suitable slip ring or the like and
the commutator device 32 may comprise a series by numerals I through IX. That is, these nu
of conducting segments located in the insulating merals correspond to the sectors indicated on the
mask in Figure 2.
periphery of a circular drum, all of these Seg
The shape recognition bank circuit 48 of Figure
ments being interconnected to a ground through
shaft 28. A brush 66 riding on the periphery 5 Will now be described in greater detail. Re
of the commutator 32 will then connect a line

ferring to Figure 7, this circuit consists of N

f68 to ground a plurality of times during a single

stages of thyratron relay circuits, each stage
consisting of a thyratron type tube 200 having a

when a given sector of the mask 8 is in a proper

the tube 200. The tube 200 is provided with a
control grid 204 and this grid is adapted for con
nection either to one of the terminals 92 of the
distributor device 34 or to a relay contact of in

rotation of the shaft 28. The position of the
commutator 32 on shaft 28 will be adjusted so
that the beginning of a commutator segment will
contact the brush 66 at precisely the moment

position for the light sensitive device to 'look'

relay coil 202 connected in the anode circuit of

2,663,758
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terpreter circuit 50. The nature of this latter
type of connection will be explained below. In
Figure 7, the control grid 204 of the left hand

stage is indicated as being connected to terminal
I, the next stage is indicated as connected to
terminal II, and the N stage is indicated as con
nected to terminal IX. When a given One of the
control grids 204 is connected to a terminal 92
and a hit pulse appears on distributor arm 88 aS
this arm is in contact with the associated dis

tributor segment, this pulse, being positive, will
establish a discharge in the thyratron tube of
the particular stage involved. The lead of coil
202 not connected to the thyratron anode will be
connected to a normally-on source of positive
potential, this source being designated Y. Dis
charge through the tube will energize relay coil

()

22-229 are divided into two groups. The first
group appears below the dash line is in Figure
8 and thesa relay airs and as:Sociated contacts
are employed in the energization of some of the
coils 29-29. The second gro of relay arms
and aSSociated CCIntactS appea
Figure 8 above
the dash line 24 and these elay units serve to
permit information in the recognition circuits to
Select between groups of characters and eventu
ally to finally Select, Oine character representing
the character Which has been Scanned before
the mask 8.

teans are also rovided for clearing the com
lete Systern following the identification of each
character. These means will be fully described
below.

recognition circuit through a switch contact 208.

The process of Selecting the particular charac
tei. Which has been Scanned at the nask 8 may
be more readily understood by following through

acteristic of gas filled tubes wherein conduction
Once established will continue regardless of the
Subsequent return of the control grid to its pre
vious potential.

the characters
on the paper O in Figure 1.
However, it will be understood throughout this
Specification that the particular layout of mask
Openings and the particular alphabet in no way

2O2 and cause a relay Switch arm. 206 to close a

The tube 200 will then continue to conduct and 20 an example of Selection using a mask having
openings as illustrated in Figure 2, and an alpha
the switch arm will continue to be held in con
bet of Standard capital letters as illustrated by
tact with contact 208 due to the well-known chair
25

limit the invention to these forms. On the con

From the apparatus as thus fair described, it
will be clear that as the mask 8 continues to re

wolve as a character inage passes acroSS the area,
26 (Figure 2) hits may or may not be obtained
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over each of the terminals I-IX of tei"minal bank

Symbols.
It Will first be assumed that an A is about to

92 depending upon the identity of the particu

lar character being Scanned. It will accordingly
be clear that at the completion of a given period
of scanning a certain number of the stages of the

be scanned by the mask 8. That is, referring to
Figure 2, the image of an A will progress across
the area, 26 from left to right at a given late of

shape recognition bank 48, as detailed in Figure 7,
may be in a conducting condition with Switch
arm 26 completing a circuit through Switch con

OVenent and as it does So the mask 8 Will be

rotated counterclockwise at high speed. For pur
pOSes of the example, the mask may rotate
through more than thirty revolutions during the
time required for the letter A to pass completely
acroSS the area. 25. Assuming that the letter A
is the first letter in a line or word, during the
first revolution of the mask (just as the A enters
area. 26), none of the sectors will produce a hit
since no part of the image will be in a position to
possibly black out light passing through the
openings. Accordingly, none of the control grids
284 of the thyratron tubes 2G (Figure 7) will be
energized to permit the tubes to discharge. Ac
cordingly, none of the relay arms 26 will be af

tact, 28.

As the relay arms 206 in the shape recognition
circuits establish circuits through the relay con
tacts 28 signals through these relays are applied
to the interpreter circuit 50 (Figure 5) in order
to identify the character which is being Scanned.
These signals are applied in the following
are:

Referring to Figure 8, an arrangement of re
lays is provided which will accomplish selection
of the recognized character by a process of elimi
nation. A plurality of relay coils 29 through 29

are provided for the operation of associated mag

fected and therefore the ungrounded side of po
tential Source Z will not be connected through
relay contacts 208 (Figure 7) or in any other

netic armatures 22 through 229 and each of the
armatures through Suitable mechanical linkage is
adapted to operate a plurality of relay contact
3.S.

The associated relay arms may be located

trary, as will become fully apparent as the de
Scription proceeds, a great many combinations
and permutations of mask openings may be em
ployed to advantage with a great many types of
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manner to any of the relay coils 20-29 (Figure

8). Therefore, the relay arms actuated by coils
in the drawing by tracing upWardly from the re
20-29 will remainin contact with the upper con
lay coils and the aSSociated airmature structure.
tacts (to which they are normally biased by suit
Each of the relay coils 2-29 is adapted to have
able Spring means, not shown). Accordingly, so
One of its coil terminals permanently connected
to ground. In each case this is the lower terminal 60 far as the machine is able to determine, there is
no character being scanned and only a space
of the coils 29-29 as illustrated in Figure 8.
between letters could be on the paper . There
The other or upper terminal of each of the relay
fore, a terminal 242 (Figure 8) which will eventu
cois 2-2 9 is arranged for connection to a
ally be connected to a source of potential P would
Source of potential Z, either through the contact
28 of relay 222 of a stage in the shape recog 65 be connected through the upper relay arms in
each instance to a final output terminal indicat
nition bank 48 (illustrated in Figure 7) or
ing a Space. The "space' terminal is in a group
through contacts in its own relay System or in
of terminals 243 illustrated at the right hand end
the relay system of other of the coils 20-2 9.
of Figure 8. In this group of terminals there are
Source of potential Z is so designated in Figures
7 and 8. As will be more fully described below, 70 One or more terminals for each character of those
being Scanned.
the potential Source Z. Will have one side thereof
colnnected to ground so that a circuit from one

Side of Source 2, through predetermined contacts
Will energize the coils.
The relay arms actuated by the amatures 5

As the leading edge of the A advances toward

the center of area, 26 some of the sectors will be
gin to produce hits. For example, when the lead
ing edge of the A is substantially centered in area

2,663,758

te' through the System. Experience has shown
that when using the type of mask described here

it is desirable to set the threshold tube 52 to

all of the coil 2 relay connections Will be trans
ferred to the lower contacts. This means that
as indicated in Figure 8 a selection Will be made
at the uppermost relay arm between a Space Of

trigger when approximately 75% of the light
that Would be reflected in a Space condition has
been blacked out. Setting Such a threshold

leaves a considerable margin of safety in the

JUWWX. On the One hand and AHIELMNY On

the other hand. That is, AHIKTMN or Y has
been tentatively selected as against a Space of
JUWWX. The next lower relay arm at the Same
time Will have selected BDEFEPR against

CGOQSZT. As other of the Sectors I-IX es
tablish hits on the letter A, other of the relay
coils 20-29 will be energized and Selection fur

Case of shapes that should either be “totally'

10

ters will in fact sometimes reflect about 15%

light and On the other hand 60% black out is

15 not an unusual occurrence when a theoretical

45% blackout is eXpected for the reason that
heavily inked ribbon is apt to print unexpectedly

ther made until such time that the single final

broad lines as Well as producing an unusually
black print. Any shape Versus character match

nal 242 and a bank of output terminals 243 has
been established. When this circuit is estab

20

program for that character. The fact that such
device.

20 is indicated as connected through a terminal

For ease in correlating the circuits shown in
Figures 7 and 8, the definition of numerals and

30

designated in Figures 7 and 8 Will be understood

Figure 7, although stages III-VIII are not illus
Figure 2 and further reference to Sector W as di
agrammed in Figure 3 shows that the Opening V
will pass at the top of the image of the letter A.
Since the opening in sector W is of a horizontal
elongated variety, it will be apparent that the top
of the letter A (which is of limited dimension)
will never sufficiently block off this opening to
produce a hit. It will be further apparent that
in a standard alphabet of twenty-six characters,
plus a space or blank, there are several other let
ters which are not suitably formed at their top
to produce a hit on an elongated Opening Such

3. 5

tOS of mask 8.

Nuinber's 35 through 309: indicate interconnec

tions between the contacts 208 of the thyratron
of relay coils 2:0-219 of Figure 8, or (2) to relay
contacts below line 240 of the interpreter (Fig

Stages of Figure 7 and (1) the upper terminals
lure 8).

P: A Voltage pulse applied to terminal 242 to
energize the output device.

Y: A normally-on Source of potential which pri

marily Supplies the recognition coils 202 and
Which is cut off momentarily following each
P pulse.

Z: A norinally-on source of potential which sup
plies coils 2-219 directly or through relay
contacts below line 240. This potential is cut
of momentarily following a P pulse.
(Sources of potential P, Y and 2 are all con
nected at one side to ground.)
A further description will now be given of char
acter Selection by my invention, including the use
of relay contacts below the line 240 of Figure 8.
Referring to Figure 11 there is shown a table of
the Sequence of hits which may be expected when

ing to the right from the relay arm connected
with the terminal 242. That is, along With the
letter A, the letters H, I, J, K, L, M, N, U, V, W,
X, Y and (space) have no Solid portions extending
across their top and, accordingly, are to be dis
tinguished from the letters B, C, D, E, F, G, O,
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a hit is obtained in sector V the interpreter Cir
cuit is thus informed that a definite Selection

a mask as in Figure 2 is employed with a so
Called "communications' variety of. characters.

Such characters are capital letters substantially
as indicated in Figure 11.

In Figure 11 each character is followed by a

must be made between the two groups of chara C
ters which have just been mentioned.

The embodiment of the invention which is il
lustrated in the accompanying drawings is based
upon a combination of printed characters, mask
openings, and a relay contact program Which haS
been successfully operated. Because of the Con

numerals I-X: indicate connections to

Segments of distributor 34, which segments are
in tuTin identifiable With corresponding sec

as that in sector W. These other letters have
been indicated in Figure 8 beside the leads lead

P, Q, R, S, T, and Z. The latter group of letters
have portions thereof extending Substantially
horizontal at their tops and therefore are ca
pable of producing a hit in Sector W. Accord
ingly, it follows that if relay coil 20 is connected
through the distributor 34 to be energized. When

letterS appearing in these circuits is recapitulated
in the following chart:
tOn a

to be associated with stages I-IV and VI-IX of

trated in Figure 7. Reference to the mask in

that theoretically falls between about the 50%
and 90% blackout levels is considered unre
liable and should not be used in the interpreter
a relatively large Safety factor remains at this
point is One of the most important features of this

designated 305 in Figure 8 to a terminal also
designated 395 connected with contact 208 of the
recognition circuit stage triggered by Sector W.
Other terminals 3G -304 and 326-309 commonly

blacked out or not more than 50% blacked out.

A margin of Safety is desirable because on the
One hand the “black' area of typewritten charac

path which may exist between the input termi

lished, a pulse of potential P is applied to the ter
minal 242 and this pulse will instantly appear at
the proper output terminal.
To explain the operation of the interpreter
system in another manner, it Will be noted in
Figure 8 that the upper terminal of the relay coil

12

drawings to trace the selection of any charac

26, sector II will produce a hit. Then since con
tact, 28 of stage II of Figure 7 has been coil
nected to upper terminal of coil. 2 (Figure 8),

Series of Roman nunnerals corresponding to sec
65

tors I to X on mask 8. For example, the char

acter A is following by I, IV, I, VII and III. This
airangement is intended to provide a hit is Sector
II; the next is Sector V and So forth. (This corre
Sponds to the illustrated hits in Figure 4.) In re
Figure 11 it will be apparent that some
plexity of this type of arrangement, it is believed 70 viewing
latitude is expected as to Which SectorS Will pro
unnecessary to follow through a complete Writ
hits. For example, the openings in sector
ten description of how each of the characters of duce
the alphabet plus a space may be eventually rec II, although not vertically aligned, Will produce
ognized. However, it will be a relatively simple hits on the vertical sides of characters such as B,

matter for those reading this specification and

D, E, F and so forth. This result is carried out

13
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by having the sector openings small enough to lie
Within the confines of the lines making up the
characters.

In arranging the interpreter program it, may
become advantageous to make a selection be
tween one or more characters depending On
whether one sector has produced a hit before
other sectors do so. For example, referring to
Figures 8 and 11, coil 2 is not directly connect
ed to any of the lines 30-309 but instead is con
nected to relay arms 3 O and 3 which will be

Y

rotatable shaft A2. The Shaft, 42 will be con
O

actuated by coils 20 and 2, respectively. It

further will be noted that a hit in sector II will

supply coil 2

with potential from line 302 only

if coils 23, 22 and 20 have not been energized.

If any of coils 23, 22 and 20 have been ener
gized, coil 2 fl cannot be energized and no Selec
tion can be made by the relay arms of coil 2
above line 240. However, if coil. 2 is energized
(coils 2 3, 22 and 20 not previously energized)
a holding circuit to Source Z is established
through relay arm 3. The circuit involving coil
2 may therefore be termed a “one before oth

Another example of a “one before others' cir

applied force. To rotate the star wheel there are
20

be moved toward the star wheel, striking one of
the arms of the star wheel and rotating the wheel
One step in a counterclockwise direction. Simi
larly, if the Solenoid 48 is energized, its arma
ture 422 Will strike an arm of the star wheel and

25

cuit is illustrated in connection with coil 29.

rotate the star wheel one step in the clockwise

direction.

A determination of whether the star wheel
should be turned in a clockwise or a counter

circuit, it will be observed that coil 29 will lock.
itself to potential Z, only if line 30 energizes coil

clockwise direction to correct corresponding ver
tical misalignment is provided for by my inven

26 before coil 23 is energized.
Circuits involving coils 26-29 may also be

tion in having the Openings in two of the sectors

of the mask S similar in contour but displaced
in a radial direction. For example, referring to
Figure 2, the openings in sectors W and VI are

provided which will command stages of the recog

the VII stage of the recognition circuits (Figure
7). Now if coil 24 is energized over line 303 due
to a hit by sector III, relay arm 34 previously
supplying coil 202 of the VII stage with potential
Y over an upper contact 35 will transfer to a
lower contact 3 S. In making this transition Y
will momentarily be interrupted and the thyra
tron discharge will cease. Thus a hit by One Sec

Wardly or downwardly with respect to its path of
horizontal travel depending upon the direction of
rotation of the shaft 42. A detent Spring 4ff is
provided to retain the star wheel 4 in a given

provided solenoids 46 and 48, respectively. If
Solenoid S is energized, the arrnature 2 will

This is a “VII before IV” circuit. Tracing this

inition bank (Figure 7) to forget that a hit has
previously been made by a given sector of mask
8. For example, relay arm 34 associated with
relay coil 24 (Figure 8) will be connected di
rectly to coil 202 in the thyratron plate circuit of

nected by any suitable mechanical means to ad
just the means supporting the paper O either up

position although the spring will flex to permit
the Star wheel to be rotated under an externally

ers' circuit. It is in this instance a, “I before IV,
W and X’ circuit.

and each of the various potential Sources such as
P, X, Y, and Z. This makes it possible to change
from One program to another by merely chang
ing a plugboard and perhaps also a mask.
Compensation for vertical misalignment may
be provided for in the circuit shown in Figure
9. In Figure 9 a star wheel 4 0 is nounted on a

35

40

similar except that the opening VI is located

closer to the center of mask 8 by approximately
the width of the opening. Accordingly, if a
character is being Scanned which will produce
a hit With this opening, it will produce a hit in
Sector W but not in Sector Wi if the character

is in improper vertical alignment. However, ter
ininals 35 and 30S may both be connected to
the upper terminal of relay coil 2 for recogni
tion purposes. A common terminal 424 in Fig
tre 9 may be connected to line 395 at coil 2

(Figure 8). The terminal 434 is connected to

tor has caused a previous hit in another sector to
be cancelled or forgotten and the circuit may be

a relay contact arm 426 associated with a first

termed a “one will cancel another' circuit. In
this instance a III has caused a VII to be can

lure 7) and also to a relay contact arm 43 asso

relay coil 428 (which imay be the V relay of Fig

ciated with a second relay coil 432 (which may
be the VI relay of Figure 7). That is, coils 428
and 432 may be coils 202 of stages V and VI in
Figure 7 or coils 428 and 432 may be separate

celled.

An “after' condition may also be established

by not allowing a shape or version thereof to be
connected to its thyratron grid until after an
other sector has been recognized. In addition an
arrangement may be set up such that a shape Will
be connected to one thyratron before recognition
of another, and to another one afterward.
It now becomes readily apparent that the

coils connected in parallel with coils 22 of V

and WI.

ContactS 421 and 43 associated with relay
arms 426 and 430 are normally in contact with

number of combinations of the various 'Sequence

conditions' that can be made is enormous. This

type of programming is very useful even in pro
gramming for standard symbols such as the let
ters of the alphabet; but it is practically indis
pensible in analyzing complicated Symbols and
patterns because if a Symbol or pattern is SO
elaborate that almost any shape will register a
hit in some position the only thing left is the
order in which these shapes are recognized.
While in Figure 8 it was convenient to show
leads going directly from the output of One relay
to the input of the next, in practice all leads from
the coils, inputs and output of each relay may
come to a plugboard, as may the output leads
from the distributor, the input leads to the thyra

trons, the plate circuit leads from the thyratrons

60

arms 426 and 430. However, coils 428 and 432
When energized attract arnis (26 and 3G to
Contacts 433 and 437, respectively. Contacts 433

and 3 are connected with potential source Z.

65

70

75

Contacts 427 and 43? are connected respectively
With relay arms 33 and 434 of a double pole
single throw relay 435 having a relay coil 436
adapted to be energized by potential P at such
time as a character has been completely scanned.
From the circuit in Figure 9 as thus explained,
it will be apparent that if sector V but not sector
VI has produced a hit (meaning that the chair
acter is misaligned downwardly), relay coil agg
Will be energized and the circuit, through relay
arm 426 Will be connected to potential 2. Thus,

the potential Z is applied through terEinal 43
and is available at arm A.33 of relay 435. There
fore, when relay 635 is closed when coil 436 is

15
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to turn star wheel

in a counterclockwise

direction. Turning star wheel & O in a counter
clockwise direction will serve to raise the paper

it. So that the character is properly aligned. On

f

r)

the other hand, if sector WI and not sector W
produced a hit (meaning that the character is

misaligned upwardly), the reverse of the situa
tion is true and solenoid coil 48 will be energized

to rotate star wheel 4G clockwise to lower the O

paper . If both sectors W and WI should pro
duce hits, the character will be in Satisfactory

coil of a relay 556 to ground. Relay. 556 is of
the delayed closing type. When relay coil 538 is
energized, the arm 558 of relay 556 will be
agtiliated after a delay period to apply a potential
from terminal 560 to relay contact 562 and then
through the coil of a relay 564 to ground. When
relay coil 564 is energized, the previously men
tioned relay arm 550, together with additional
relay arms 568 and 570, will be actuated to dis
Connect terminal 552 from terminal 544 and also

to renove the connection between relay contacts
52 and 54 from positive sources of potential,
thereby disabling the potential sources Y and Z,
respectively.
The RC time constant of the capacitor 536 and
the relay coil 538 is fixed such that the ralay arm
54 will stay down long enough to insure that

alignment and neither Solenoid 46 nor 48 Will
Operate.
It will be understood that use of sectors W

and VI for correcting vertical alignment is given
only for purposes of illustration, and other open
ings in other masks and sectors may be employed
for the same purpose.
AS previously mentioned, there is no direct re
quirement for horizontal alignment inasmuch as
in my invention the characters are constantly
scanned as they progress past the mask 8. How
ever, it is apparent that means must be provided

relay coil 564 will be energized long enough to

insure that Sources Y and Z are disconnected suf
ficiently to clear their respective circuits. This

disconnection is also long enough to insure that
no mask Sectoi' of the two hole variety will be
recognized between characters where spacing is
close enough to allow the last portion of one

for producing an output signal and then clearing
the System each time the Scanning of a chair
acter has been completed. A Suitable arrange
ment for thus controlling the System is illus

trated in Figure 10. In Figure 10, a star wheel
adjusting arrangement similar to that in Figure
9 is employed. In this case, star wheel 5 0 is
fixedly mounted on shaft 52 and rotation of the
Star wheel will adjust the horizontal position
of the bar 524 with respect to the main support
with which the paper is being moved. Solenoid
coils 56 and 58 together with associated slid
able armatures 520 and 522 operate to rotate the
Star wheel 50 counterclockwise and clockwise,
respectively. The main carriage means is pro
vided with the elongated commutator bar 524
which is provided with a Series of equally spaced
conductive segments 526. The center to center
Spacing of the conductive segments 526 is al
ranged to be Substantially the center to center
spacing of the characters in the printed line
which is being read. Riding against the face of
the commutator bar 524 are two roller type con
tact members 523 and 530 which have a spacing
between their points of contact equal to any
multiple of the spacing of segments 526 plus
One-half of the segment Spacing.
Automatic firing of the System at the comple
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lead 554 connected with lead 546 and through the

energized, the solenoid coil 4 f6 will be energized

40

4. 5

tion of Scanning each character is under control
of the contact member 528. The complete ma
chine is Set up SO that contact meinber 523 will 55
make contact with the advancing edge of a con

ducting segment of commutator 524 at a position
Substantially nidway between characters on the
paper f0. The conductive portion of commutator

524 will be grounded and brush 528 Will be con 60

nected across a resistor 532 to a source of posi

tive potential at terminal 534. The contact mem

ber 528 will also be connected to the terminal 534

through a capacitance 535 and a relay coil 538.
When contact member 528 makes contact with a 65

character to black out one hole and the first part
of the next character to black out the other hole.
Changes in horizontal alignment with respect
to the clearing signals are provided for by hav
ing the Second contact member 530 connected to
One relay arm 5'6 of a relay comprising relay
coil 58. The relay coil 578 is connected to the
output lead 335 of the fifth stage of the shape rec
ognition circuits of Figure 7, the purpose of this
connection being that the openings as in sectors
W and VI are Such in the particular arrangement
of Openings illustrated in Figure 2 that they will
prodlice initS Crily when the characters are sub
stantially centered in the area 26 shown on the
mask in Figure 2. If other arrangements of open
illgS are employed then relay coil. 578 will be con
nected to whatever sector will produce possible
hits when the character is substantially centered.
A determination of whether the bar 524 should
be advanced or retreated with respect to the line
of characters is accomplished by determining
whether the relay coil 58 has been energized be
fore or after the Segmented commutator 524 indi

cates that the character should be substantially

Centered. It will be recalled that the contact
member 530 is spaced from contact member 528
a multiple of the segment Spacing plus a one-half
Space. Accordingly, as compared with the fir
ing point between characters, the contact mem
her 530 will make contact with a segment when
the character should be substantially centered in
the area 23. If contact is made by member 530

before coil it has been energized, the relay arm
576 Will be in contact with relay contact 580
and current will flow through contact 580 and
through the coil of a relay 582 to a connection
With Souice Y. This energization of coil e2 will
30tuate a SSociated relay arm 584 so that the lat
tei makes contact with a relay contact 586 and a
holding circuit is established from source Y
through contact 586 to ground. With relay coil
582 continuing to be energized, a second relay arm
588 associated with coil 582 will be in contact
With contact relay 590, which is interconnected
With Solenoid 518. Relay coil 578will be eventually
energized Over line 305 if and when sectors V and
VI produce a hit and a second relay arm 592 asso

conductive Segiment of Commutator 524, a tian
sient, current will flow through relay coil 53S and
actuate an associated relay arm 540 to complete
a circuit between relay contact 582 and a Solice
of positive potential connected to a terminal 544. 70
The potential from terminal 564 will then become
previously defined potential P by virtue of a Con
ciated with relay coil 578 will establish contact
nection including leads 346, 343, relay arm 35,
with relay contact 594. It is not expected that
and relay contact 552. However, the potential
from terminal 543 will also be applied through 75 Sectors W and VI will produce hits on eyely chal'.

2,668,758
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acter, but enough hits on frequently appearing
characters are expected and will serve to keep the

dots which produce no signal. It will be apparent
from the foregoing that the basic concept in
this modification is to "paint' a picture of the
character being analyzed in terms of signal dots.
The picture of the character may be actually
"painted' by recording the result of each Scan
ning Sweep of aperture 60 in a suitable memory

line of characters in alignment. Relay arm 592 is

connected with source P and therefore When

source P is applied to fire the system, relay coil
58 will be energized to indicate that the chair
acter was lagging and clockwise rotation of Star
wheel 5 0 will serve to advance the paper re

device. For example, this may be as a Series of
magnetic flux cells along a track in a magnetic
In the case that coil 58 connected to a CO)12O: O tape. Having recorded all of the scanning

ative to its Support.

connection between lines 305 and 306 is ener

Sweeps covering a given character, this recorded
information may then be compared with refer
ence information representing an arrangement

gized before the contact member 530 makes con
tact with conducting segment then the relay ar:
56 Will be moved out of contact with relay Con
tact 580 and there will be no opportunity for re

lay coil 582 to become energized. Accordingly,
relay arm 588 will remain in contact with a relay
contact 596, the latter being connected with sole
noid 56. In this case when potential P is es
tablished to fire the system, the stai wheel 5)

will be rotated counterclockwise to retreat the

5

20

paper relative to its support. This reflects the
existing situation that the center of the letter ap
peared at the scanning means prior to the time

that contact member 530 indicated it should be
there.

It will be apparent from the foregoing that
ratus will continue to keep the line in alignment.
Furthermore, after scanning a few characters,
the apparatus will draw itself into alignment,
once a line of characters is aligned the appa

30

notwithstanding that the initial alignment was
in error. For horizontal alignment, the appa

of signal dots necessary to recognize each of the
characters. For the most efficient comparison
of information, the magnetic medium may take
the form of a magnetic drum. In using a mag
netic drum, the first Scanning Sweep may be re
corded on one track of the drum and the foll

lowing scanning Sweep may be recorded in an
adjacent track of the drum, and So forth, until
a complete character has been Scanned. The
drum system may be arranged to record the
complete stream of dots in a first track while
simultaneously reading what is the first and Sub
sequent dots of the second stream and re-writ
ing these dots adjacent the first Series of dots,
but in a second track. Similarly, the second
track may be arranged to re-Write on the third,
and so forth, for the width of about two or more
characters. Thus, a continual picture of Sub
stantially the last two characters being read may
be moving acroSS the drum in much the Same

ratus will come into alignment from any posi
fashion as characters are caused to flow across
tion. For vertical alignment the line need only : 5 an electric sign board. To conserve drum space,
be within predetermined limits. The initial
the just mentioned arrangement be altered
alignment may be accomplished by any conven
slightly to record each successive Scanning sweep
tional means and is not the subject of the present
in adjacent sectors of the same track rather
invention.
than in adjacent tracks.
From an understanding of my invention in 3.0 After the character has been recorded in mag
accordance with the above-described embodi
netic form, the first character may then be re
ment, it will be apparent that many other en
viewed to determine when it begins, When it ends,
bodiments are possible. First, it will be apparent
and the location of its top and bottom limits. A
that the speed of operation of the above en

start character signal may be produced when
ever a column in which no dot occurs is followed

bodiment may be increased by replacing electro
magnetic relays with electronic units having

by a column in which one or more dots occur.
In the embodiment now being described,
matching between the character being scanned
and the various "shapes' or “sub-patterns' will

more rapid operating characteristics. It will be

further apparent that the commutator and dis
tributor devices can be replaced by electronic
circuits which will perform the same function
but more rapidly.

0

A significant embodiment of my invention may
be to replace the scanning disk 8 of Figure 1
with a so-called flying-spot type of Scanning
apparatus. That is, referring to Figure 12, a
ymask 8' may be provided with a single aper
ture 60 which will, in effect, sweep a Series of
dots in an arcuate path over a character on
the paper O. (The aperture will Sweep a line,
but the output of the photocell may be gated to
provide the equivalent of dots.) Moreover, a
straight scanning line may be created by coin
bining a fixed mask having a straight slit with
a rotating mask having a radial slit. Inasmuch
as the paper 0 will be caused to advance, Oll
each successive revolution of the mask 8', the
series of dots will lie immediately adjacent the
preceding series of dots. Thus, each Scanning
sweep will produce certain dots which produce
light on the photocell 22 (Figure 1) and other
dots which will produce no light on photocell 22,
due to the fact that the flying Spot is passing

over a portion of the character . The dots
which produce no light in the photocell may be
termed "signal' dots, to distinguish from the

be accomplished by Comparing the stream of
signal-no-signal dots being read from the now
aligned character on the drum with other
streams of signal-no-signal dots permanently
stored (for the given program) on another por
tion of the drum, each of such other streams
lepresenting one shape or Sub-pattern. These
shapes may be identical to those employed in
the first embodiment, as in fact may the whole
program. However, the storage of these shapes
on a drum appears as What would be recorded if
the shape Were Scanned in the same manner as
the method already described for a character.
In fact, if it is so desired, these shapes can be
stored by precisely this means.
The actual means of comparing in this case
imay be coincidence detector circuits which emit

a pulse When a signal dot occurs simultaneously
in the two streams being compared. When a

reset threshold number of such coincidences
has been counted an output pulse is sent to the

shape memory bank, indicating that the given

shape has been recognized. The rest of the
program may be carried out as in the first em

bodiment.
75

In addition, magnetic storage as in a magnetic
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preter. This is accomplished by “looking up'

the recognized set of conditions and transmitting

It will be noted that a certain amount of auto

to the output any desired binary coding for the
character that this set of conditions implies.

This look-up may be accomplished by recording
all the sets of conditions that are to be encoun

tered on the drum together with their proper
associated output codings. Then this entire
dictionary of condition codings is scanned for
coincidence with the recognized set of conditions.
Upon coincidence the associated output coding

20

art devices is generally to produce characters
which will differ significantly in relatively simple
respects.

drum may also be used to great advantage to
perform the translating functions of the inter

O

matic editing may be expected of a machine ac
cording to my invention. For example, the ma
chine may command that any character which
is underlined be omitted in transmission to the
Output mechanism. This is accomplished by
Simply assigning a shape and memory unit to
recognition of an underline. When this shape

is recognized, the output pulse is blocked by a

relay or tube. Also, the insertion of special sym
bols may be used to tell the machine to perform
Such functions as to go up a line to read a word
inserted in the Space between double spaced lines
of text, to go immediately to the next line of

is gated to the output mechanism.

The just described embodiment may be pre 5
ferred in many applications, since the disk-type
scanning means may be replaced by entirely elec
text, or to stop the machine.
tronic scanning means, for with the exception of
The error indicator (circuit 60 of Fig. 5) may
the Order in which the lines are scanned, the
required input is identical with that supplied by 20 be Simply a light which will flash or a device
which will emit sound if an impossible character
standard television Systems. This means that
is “recognized.' That is, an interpreter similar
the device need have no moving parts (except
to that shown in Fig. 8 may be equipped with
for the magnetic drum) and that the output rate
additional relay contacts which would be identi
of this apparatus may reasonably be expected to
25 fiable with characters not existing in the list of
exceed 100 characters per second.
characters being Scanned. These contacts may
From the foregoing it will be apparent that
by use of the principle underlying my invention be connected to the error indicator to operate the
latter.
it is possible to recognize among a very large
A detailed description of the physical compo
number of different characters. Moreover, this
recognition may be accomplished by using a rela 30 nents of my invention is now essentially con
plete. However, the potentialities of this inven
tively small number of different recognition
tion will not be completely appreciated if it is not
shapes. For example, in the first described em
clearly understood that this device is essentially
bodiment, using just 7 different sectors each with
an electronic computer which is specially de
a different array of openings, 27 different com
binations are available simply by reason of the 35 signed to handle pattern analysis problems.
This means that it is not reasonable in this
presence or absence of each sector. Moreover,
specification to state explicitly just which pat
in the case in which all sectors produce a hit but
not at the same time, each may be considered to
be distinct and there will be a possible selection
of one of 5,040 different characters. This Will
be in the single case in which all sectors are
present. However, if this example is extended
to include the combinations of sectors and their

terns the invention can analyze and which ones
it cannot, just as it is not reasonable to state all
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Said in this Specification, those skilled in the art

will understand how programming is carried out,

The word "program' in the case of this inven
tion is intended to include the selection of the

order of appearance, the total number of dif
ferent characters which may be recognized by

sub-patterns (referred to above as the “shapes')
used to be matched against the pattern to be
analyzed, the selection of the “conditions' which
"Will be used as a basis for decisions in the inter
preter, and the selection of which of these con
ditions will be used to distinguish any given pat
tern to be recognized from other such patterns.
A complete description of the art of programming

just 7 different sectors is 13,699, While normally
it will not be intended to recognize among 13,699

characters, nevertheless the very large aSSOrt
ment of recognition criteria, makes possible the
recognition of a relatively few characters (Such

as about 40 different characters) with the other
of the 13,659 theoretical characters providing a
considerable range or buffer Zone for imperfec
tions in the relatively few characters of the group
being Scanned.

Furthermore, the above figures ignore the
original free choice of recognition shapes and

the mathematical problems a digital computer
can or cannot handle. However, from what is

Cannot be recorded here. However, as an exam
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ple of the factors a programmmer must consider,
the major factors encountered in designing a pro
gram to read a typewritten standard alphabet

the fact that conditions may be set up which

will include (1) the number of characters to be
distinguished, (2) the distinctiveness or “dissim

after the occurrence of another shape.
In view of the fact that the basic Scanning al

ilality' of these characters, (3) the quality of

require occurrences of a given shape before and

print to be expected in terms of the numbel and

rangement employed in my invention provides
such a great number of characters which can
be theoretically recognized, it is apparent that
special type-faces are not required. It is also
possible, to simplify programming of the inter
preter by having more than one output terminal
for a given character. For example, in Figure 8,
it will be noted that B and G are each available
on two terminals. Actually, these character's

identity of portions of characters that are likely
to be scarcely visible or entirely missing, (4) the
amount of residual vertical misalignment uncor
rected by the automatic control, (5) the number
of Sub-patterns (sectors) available for compari
SOn purposes, (6) the number of memory posi
tions available (thyratrons in the first embodi
ment), (7) the amount of equipment available
for Setting up conditions, and (8) the capacity of
the translation portion of the interpreter.
By use of the hereinabove invention it is also
possible to read handwritten editing entries and
the like. This is due to the fact that each of the

when properly shaped may appear on One Set

of terminals, while if distorted will appear On
the other set of terminals. Normally, however,
such sets of terminals will be connected together.

The main purpose of special type-faces in prior

5

various fundamental aperture shapes may be
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duplicated in several sectors, except that the
radial position of the shapes be varied to tolerate

vertical misalignment of parts of images. For
example, let it be supposed that an E has been
inserted by hand into a line of typed characters
and let it be further assumed that the E is less

tall than a typed E would be, due to inaccuracy
of the handwriting. Referring to Figure 1, Sec

tors II, VII, III, IV, V and IX will produce hits
on an E. Now, if the shapes of each of these
sectors is triplicated (making a mask of 21 sectors
including sectors I, VI and VIII) with each simi
lar shape at varying radial distances, an E. Will

O

be recognized notwithstanding variation in the
position of the horizontal lines thereof. The same
reasoning applied to other characters being read.
Wherever similar shapes are also connected to
correct for vertical misalignment, a handwritten
character may produce an actually undesired
alignment operation, However, alignment cor

mulated signals produced by the detector means
upon complete Scanning of an entire item by the
plurality of sensing means to provide an output,
Signal indicative of an item which has been read.

4. In reading apparatus, Support means adapt

rection caused by one character will normally be
insufficient to prevent reading the next charac
ter, and alignment normally will be regained upon

ed to Support a member bearing items to be read,

reading the next character.
In the case of handwritten inserts and the like

25

which may vary in the horizontal direction the
same result is obtained but without need to dupli
cate sectors since like sectors will repeatedly look

for the image parts concerned, and evenutally
the part concerned will be adjacent the position

22

ing Said support to continuously move said item
bearing member, a cyclically movable scanning
member for scanning the items to be read during
continuous movement of said item bearing
member, a plurality of sensing means arranged
On the Scanning member, each of the sensing
means being different in arrangement on the
Scanning member, each sensing means being
identifiable with predetermined portions of the
items to be read, means to move the scanning
member in cycles of travel, means comprising de
tector means adapted to produce a signal when
ever a sensing means senses a predetermined por
tion of an item identifiable therewith, and means
comprising interpreter means responsive to accu

3)

where the sector “looks.' It is Sequence only and
not the horizontal physical spacing of the char'acter elements which is important.
It will be understood that the fol'egoing illus

a cyclically movable Scanning member for scan
ning the items to be read, a plurality of sensing
means of varying shape arranged in sectors of
the Scanning means, the sensing means in each
sector being identifiable with predetermined
Strokes and component segments of the items to
be read less than the whole item, means to move
the Scanning member in cycles of travel, means

for driving the item support relative to the scan

ning means to continuously move the item bear
ing member during Scanning, whereby a frac
tional portion of an item may be Scanned by each
of the plurality of sensing means and then suc
trated embodiments are not intended to limit the 3: ceSSive fractional portions of the item may he

scope of my invention. The true Scope of my

invention is to be determined from the appended

scanned likewise in sequence, means comprising
detector means adapted to produce a signal when

claims.
I claim:

a predetermined portion of an item identifiable

ever one of the plurality of sensing means senses

1. In reading apparatus, means to Scan rela

tively continuously moving conventional intelli
gence-bearing characters to be read, the Scan
ning means comprising means for Successively
scanning portions of each character to be read
during movement of the character, means con
prising detecting means for producing signals

45

been Scanned.

5. In reading apparatus, support means adapt

whenever the scanning means senses predeter
mined portions of a character, and means con

ed to support a member bearing items to be iread,

prising interpreter means responsive to signals

produced by the detecting means following Scan
ning of a complete character to provide an out
put signal indicative of the character read.
2. In reading apparatus, means to Support a

member bearing standard type intelligence-bear
ing characters to be read, a scanning means for
scanning the characters to be read, means pro
ducing continuous relative advancing movement
between said characters and said scanning means
whereby said scanning means scans the chala C
ters successively during relative movement there
between, said scanning means including a plural
ity of sensing means each different in arrange
ment on the scanning means, each sensing means

4)
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an output signal indicative of a character which
has been read.
3. In reading apparatus, means to Support a
member bearing items to be read, means for driv

driving means for Said Support means to continu
ously move said item bearing member, a cyclically
movable Scanning member for Scanning the co
tinuously moving items to be read, a plurality of
Sensing apertures of varying shape arranged in
sectors of the scanning means, the Sensing aper
tures in each sector being identifiable With pre
determined strokes and component Segments
comprising portions less than the Whole of the
items to be read, means to move the Scanning
member in cycles of travel to scan said sensing
apertures a plurality of times ovel each of Said
continuously moving items, whereby a fractional

portion of an item may be scanned by each of the
plurality of sensing apertures and then Succes
sive fractional portions of the item along the

being identifiable with predetermined strokes and
shapes of the standard type intelligence-bearing

characters, means comprising detector means
adapted to produce a signal whenever a sensing
means senses a predetermined portion of a chal'
acter identifiable therewith, and means compris
ing interpreter means responsive to accumulated
signals produced by the detector means to provide

therewith, means comprising interpreter means
responsive to accumulated signals produced by
the detector means upon complete Scanning of
an item by the plurality of Sensing means, the
interpreter means being adapted to produce an
output, signal indicative of an item which has

direction of travel of the item may be Scanned

likewise in sequence, means comprising detector'
means adapted to produce a signal whenever one
of the plurality of sensing apertures Senses a p!'e70 determined portion of an item identifiable there
with, means comprising interpreter means re
sponsive to accumulated signals produced by the
detector means upon complete Scanning of an
entire item by the plurality of Sensing means, the
75

interpreter means being adapted to produce an
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23
output signal indicative of an item which has

Sequence, means comprising detector lineans

been Scanned.

adapted to produce a signal whenever one of the
plurality of Sensing means senses a predetermined
portion of an item identifiable therewith, agains
Comprising interpreter means responsive to ac
cumulated Signals produced by the detector
meanS, the interpreter means being adapted to

6. In reading apparatus, means to Scan items
to be read, the Scanning means. Comprising Ileans
for Successively scanning portions of an item to
be read, means comprising detecting means for
producing signals whenever the Scanning means
senses predetermined portions of an item, means
comprising interpreter means responsive to Sig
nals produced by the detecting means following
Scanning of an item to provide an output signal
indicative of the item read, and means responsive

produce an output signal indicative of an item
Which has been Scanned, and means for conn
O

pensating for misalignment of items being read,
the compensating means being connected with

the detector means and arranged to be energized
upon detection of predetermined portions of items
by predetermined ones of the plurality of Sensing

to misaligned items being Scanned to ConpeinSate
for misalignment of items being read above and
below lines of the items.

leaS,

7. In reading apparatus, means to Scal items

11. In reading apparatus, ineans to Scan con
tinuously moving conventional intelligence-hear
ing characters to be read, means for scanning
Said Scanning means over each character a plu
rality of times to successively scan a plurality of
discrete portions of each character located along
the direction of travel of the character, means
comprising detecting means for producing signals
Whenever the Scanning means Senses predeter
mined portions of the character, and (néans con
prising interpreter means responsive to signals
produced by the detecting means following Scan
ning of all portions of a complete character to
provide an output signal indicative of the cha

to be read, the Scanning means Comprising means
for Successively Scanning portions of an item to

be read, means comprising detecting means for

producing signals. Whenever the SCanning means
Senses predetermined portions of an item, means
comprising interpreter means responsive to sig
inals produced by the detecting means following
scanning of an item to provide an output signal
indicative of the item read, and means adapted
to compensate for misalignment of items being
read above and below lines of the items, the mis
alignment compensating means including means
responsive to the occurrence of predeterrained

portions of an item above or below the aligned
position of the predetermined portions.
8. In reading apparatus, means to Scan items to
be read, the scanning means comprising means
for successively scanning portions of an item to be

30 acter read.

read, means comprising detecting means for pro
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12. ApparatuSaS in claim 11 in which the inte

ducing signals whenever the Scanning means
senses predetermined portions of an item, means

comprising interpreter means responsive to Sig
inals produced by the detecting means following
scanning of an item to provide an output signal

item read.

13. In reading apparatus, means to support a
member bearing items to be read, means for coin
tinuously moving said item bearing member, a cy

indicative of the item read, and meanS reSp0

clically movable Scanning member for scanning

sive to misaligned items being Scanned to COin

pensate for misalignment of items being read
in the direction of lines of the items.
9. In reading apparatus, means to Scan items
to be read, the scanning means comprising means
for successively scanning portions of an item to
be read, means comprising detecting means for
producing signals whenever the Scanning means
senses predetermined portions of an item, means
comprising interpreter means responsive to Sig
nais produced by the detecting means following
scanning of an item to provide an output signal
indicative of the item read, and means adapted
to compensate for misalignment of items being
read in the direction of lines of the items, the
misalignment compensating means including

the items to be read, a plurality of sensing means
arranged on the Scanning member, each of the
Sensing means being different in arrangement on
the Scanning member, each sensing means being
identifiable with predetermined portions iess than
the whole of an item to be read, neans to move
the Scanning member in cycles of travel to scan
a plurality of discrete item segments of each itern

disposed along the direction of travel of the items,
means comprising detector means adapted to pro

duce a Signal whenever a sensing means senses
a predetermined portion of an item identifiable

therewith, a distributor means having a plurality

of terminals, means including the distributor
means for connecting each terminal to sceive an

means for detecting the occurrence of a predeter

energizing Signal if a predetermined one of the

mined portion of an item before Or following the

occurrence of a signal representing the Scanning
of the item in an aligned position.

60

10. In reading apparatus, Support means

adapted to support a member bearing items to
be read, a cyclically movable Scanning member
adapted to scan the items to be read, a plurality

of sensing means of varying shape arranged in
sectors of the scanning means, the Sensing means
in each sector being identifiable with predeter
mined portions of the items to be read, means
to move the scanning member in cycles of travel,
means to move the item support relative to the

Sensing means Senses a predetermined portion
of an item, and means comprising interpreter
means connected with the terminals and respon
Sive to accumulated signals produced by the de
tector means upon complete scanning of all seg
ments of an item to provide an output signal indi.
Cative of an item which has been read.
14. In reading apparatus, means for scanning a
Series of advancing items to be read having means
for Sensing the items, means producing signals

On Sensing of predetermined characteristics of the

items by Said Scanning means, means responsive
to Said Signals producing an output signal indica
tive of the item read, and means for compensat

scanning means, whereby a fractional portion of
an item may be scanned by each of the plurality
of sensing means and then successive fractional

portions of the item may be Scanned likewise in

preter means comprises a plurality of relays in
tercoupled in a netWork With said detecting means
to be energized by a preselected sequence and
combination of Said detecting ineans Signais to
establish a signal routing through said relays to
a preSelected output terminal indicative of the

ing for misalignment of individual items in the
Series along and perpendicular to their line of

75

travel, Said misalignment compensating ineans
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item.

ducing correction signals on sensing of an item
displaced. On Said item bearing member from the

15. In reading apparatus, means for Scanning
items to be read having means for Sensing the
items, means for progressively advancing the

aligned position of the item, and means coupled

items to be scanned, means for producing signals
upon sensing of predetermined characteristics of
the items by said Scanning means, means respon
sive to said signals to provide an output signal
indicative of the item read, and means to Com

pensate for misalignment of items being read
comprising means responsive to the Occurrence
of an item in a position displaced from the aligned
position of the item.

16. In reading apparatus, means to support a
member bearing items to be read, means for
scanning the items on said item bearing mem
ber having means for sensing the items, means
producing signals upon sensing of an item by Said
scanning means, means responsive to said signals
to produce an output signal indicative of the item

26

read, and means to compensate for misalignment
of items being read comprising detecting means
intercoupled with said scanning means for pro

including means responsive to the occurrence of
an item disposed out of the aligned position of the

O

to said supporting means for said item bearing
member and responsive to said correction signals
to shift said supporting means and dispose the
displaced item in aligned position in the field of

said Scanning means.
DAVID H. SHEPARD.
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